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Expanded superfluid defects: e.g. Trento experiment

solitonic vortices seen after a quench

Donadello, Serafini, Tylutki, Pitaevskii, Dalfovo, 
Lamporesi, Ferrari, PRL 113, 065302 (2014)

Time sequence

Serafini, Barbiero, Debortoli, Donadello, Larcher, 
Dalfovo, Lamporesi, Ferrari, PRL 115, 170402 (2015)

Defects are only visible because 
they have already expanded, 
but the cloud is not yet in the far field
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Expanded phase defects: Vienna phase contrast experiment

Gring, Kuhnert, Langen, Kitagawa, Bauer, Schreitl, Mazets, Adu Smith, Demler, Schmiedmayer, Science 337, 1318 (2012)

Experiment was investigating 
The loss of phase coherence 

during waiting time

Langen, Gring, Kuhnert, Rauer, Geiger, Adu Smith, Mazets, Schmiedmayer, Eur. Phys. J. Special Topics 217, 43 (2013)
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1D expansion of a thermal cloud (1 realization)

  arXiv:1602.03395
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Far field approximation

x-space density at the detector

== scaled version of k-space density at short time after release

distance flown: 

density:
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Time scales

ωt

Typical particle speed 
due to conversion: interaction energy → kinetic energy

Typical defect speed

Time for particle to cross cloud 
= time for density envelope to match velocity distribution

Time for defect to cross cloud 
= time during which defects rearrange and interfere

v ~ (μ/m)1/2

tv ~ 2RTF / v ~ 81/2 / ω

tv 

common detection region

tarrange 

vdefect ~ εc ~ ε(μ/m)1/2  << v ε<<1

tarrange ~ 2RTF / vdefect >> tv 

Region where far field and near field fail

(Thomas-Fermi)
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TOF expansion: the theoretical picture

1. Let cloud expand until ts, when interaction effects are negligible

GPE

2. Go to k-space and evolve by free flight

3. Come back to x-space

Fourier transform

Fourier transform

Trivial phase evolution
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The numerical picture             PROBLEMS...

Momenta up to

Sparse momentum spacing  

Builds up a large
phase difference 
between neighbouring
momenta 

BOX

NEED HUGE BOX

Expansion by factors 

possibly in 3 directions

Momenta up to

very fine spacing

Reasonable lattice 

Problem 1: MEMORY

Problem 2: How to get                    for fine-spaced momenta?    

BEFORE EXPANSION

AFTER EXPANSION

But same resolution to represent the wavefunction

(To deal with initial GPE)
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Crucial additional physical information:

1. The cloud expands into vacuum

2. Only final density is needed, not phase

3. No new information in density → density can be provided on a 
coarser lattice than the original one, same number of points:  
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Recipe for tractable expansion

arXiv: 1602.03395. To appear in Comp. Phys. Commun. (2016)Details: 

Initial lattice points

Final lattice points

Fractional momentum steps

expansion factors

j      counts dimensions

lattice size

1. k-space field  &  twiddle

2. FFT-1 [ flight & twiddle ]

3. Another phase twiddle

counts fractional momenta

4. Sum        contributions 

ALL HAVE SMALL SIZE 
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E.g. Vienna experiment revisited 

Spontaneous solitons in a thermal state were predicted:

Karpiuk, PD, Bienias, Witkowska, Pawłowski, 
Gajda, Rzążewski, Brewczyk, PRL 109, 205302 (2012)

As per   Gring et al. Science 337, 1318 (2012)

Looking to see if they could be seen in the phase profile 

Thermal 
classical fields

Release
from trap

As per Witkowska, Gajda, Rzążewski, 
Opt. Commun. 283, 671 (2010)
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Efficiency on a PC

Initial condition  t=0

GPE:  took 1 hr 20 mins
8% of 96GB memory

Flight do detector: took 1 hr 4 mins
14% of 96GB memory 3240 x 256 x 256 points

Brute force went into swap space after 62% of flight

Longer flight

t=62ms

Longer flight: took 18 hrs
Still 14% of 96GB memory

Brute force would have needed 4000GB

At detector: t=tfinal=16ms

2304 x 256 x 256 points

After initial conversion  t=ts=1.2ms
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Feature not bug: loss of undetected information

Phase information is lost

Full wavefunction at              cannot be recovered

Naïve attempt:

red

green

blue     true
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Wrap-up

• There is a long “intermediate-time” regime during free-flight 

expansion which is neither near-field nor far-field.

Most of this regime is inaccessible by brute force due to 

memory problems.

• Detection often occurs during this time.

Especially in experiments concerned with defects.

• An algorithm has been developed which allows one to tractably 

calculate the precise density pattern in 3D in this regime

Details:    arXiv:1602.03395

Thank you!
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